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As a child learning your native language, you spent a year listening before you could 
speak. Much later, you practiced reading and writing. We believe that a natural                       
approach to learning a language is the most effective method. With us, that is how 
you will learn to speak English. We are unique in what we do; we are Wall Street English. 

I used to memorise things I’d never use in the  traditional system, but now at 
Wall Street English I learn them in a relaxing and interesting way. I can feel 
my improvement.

-Min Hui, WSE Student for 5 months

By learning English the same way you learnt your native language – naturally – the 
Wall Street English Multimethod® learning system surrounds you with English used 
in real life situations. Supported by our CELTA qualified native English teachers, you 
quickly understand English and are able to communicate without translation and              
memorisation.

We have a bright idea; 
a new way of learning English
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We will listen to you and
create a personal course plan

We are open when you need us, 10am to 10pm, every day. We will invite you in for a 
private consultation at a time that is convenient for you. Upon entering our centre, 
you will meet your Course Consultant who will enquire about your previous learning 
experience, your learning problems and what your objectives are. 

I would definitely recommend WSE to friends because you can upgrade 
your knowledge and learn fast, not like in the traditional method. And it’s 
easier to absorb words and grammar this way! It’s just worth it!

-Janice, WSE Advanced English Student for 6 months

After confirming your current English level, your Course Consultant will create a 
personal plan that is specifically designed to achieve your learning objective. Your 
learning plan is flexible, allowing you to adjust your study pace according to your 
personal and professional lifestyle. You will also be able to meet and talk with our 
students to get a real sense of the learning environment.
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One size does not fit all. We 
tailor our courses to your needs

We are not just another language school. Choose a method that suits your lifestyle: 
by level, interest, time of day and frequency. Learning English for education, career or 
for personal use, our courses are designed to get you where you want to be. There 
are no missed classes at Wall Street English; all classes are repeated frequently. 

Compared with a traditional way of learning, the online lessons provide a 
more realistic method than the traditional approach. My favorite part of 
WSE is that I can manage my own study schedule and book classes when it 
suits me.                                                   -Fam Yoke Ling, WSE Student for 9 months

We blend interactive multimedia lessons with small size classes that are led by our 
experienced teaching team. Personal Tutors, who are responsible for your academic 
success, will regularly meet and discuss your progress. After each core class you will 
be given a detailed up-to-date progress summary, helping you understand how you 
are advancing.
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Interactive Multimedia Learning
Your interactive learning lessons, accessible anytime anywhere, will follow a natural learning sequence of 
listening, speaking, reading and writing. You will be introduced to new vocabulary, grammar structures, 
interviews and travel logs from around the world. As your level of English increases, you will be exposed to 
more complex language usage. 

We will provide you with a study plan that fits your objective and your schedule. The natural learning progression helps you build 
upon language already learnt, thereby increasing your fluency and confidence.

Digital Books 
Our unique Digital Books offer interactive lessons, consolidating your confidence and fluency. As an integral 
part of your learning, which you can access either online or offline, you will receive immediate validation 
of your studies. You can even send your work to a friend, a colleague or a teacher to review and pass 
feedback. 

The Encounter Class
As part of our core learning experience, the Encounter class is our ‘quality control class’. In an average class 
size of 2 students, you will be asked to demonstrate your learning in a variety of class activities. Our qualified 
and experienced native English teachers provide individual feedback, with an emphasis on your fluency and 
usage. At the end of the class, you will be graded and be given specific comments on your progress.

The Social Club Class
Learning a new language is not easy, and you may feel shy when speaking English; that’s why we created 
Social Clubs. The objective of the Social Club is to learn to enjoy speaking English. In a relaxed and social 
environment, you will engage in communication with students of your learning level. 

The Complementary Class
With the aim of increasing your fluency and confidence, the Complementary Class is structured to help 
support the natural learning process in a friendly, relaxed and communicative environment. Taught by highly 
qualified teachers, with a maximum of 8 students per class, you will have plenty of time to practice your 
English.





We guarantee your results.
Period

Wall Street English is the global leader in English language training for adults. 
Alongside renowned brands such as Longman, Penguin Books and The Financial 
Times, Wall Street English is exclusively owned by Pearson, the leading global 
education company. 

With over 42 years of teaching English, spread across 30 countries and regions, 
throughout more than 450 centres, we stand by our promise to deliver. 
Uniquely, we guarantee your results.   

Wall Street English’s curriculum design, development, implementation, and quality 
control of teaching methods is ISO Certified. As part of our commitment to efficacy 
and transparency, Wall Street English course levels have been formally approved 
by University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations, and aligned to the industry leading 
Common European Framework of Reference.
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Wall Street English is ISO 9001: 2008 certified
Certification is for the International offices in Barcelona and Baltimore





Learning doesn’t stop in the 
classroom, become a citizen 
of the world

On becoming a Wall Street English student, we will connect you to WSE World®. 
You will become part of a Wall Street English community that spans 30 countries 
with over 230,000 people. You can join chat forums, in your level, and take part in 
interesting conversations, using your newly acquired language skills.

After studying in Wall Street English, I can communicate better for my         
career and life. It’s very useful and I’ll now travel around the world. What 
a great experience!

-Ai Leen, Journalist, WSE Business English Student for 14 months

Your learning is limitless, with no time or location restrictions. In joining our global 
community, learning doesn’t stop in the classroom or by closing your book. We 
believe that by opening doors to other cultures and interesting people, you can truly 
broaden your horizons and participate in global communication. Continually updated 
with interesting topics and conversations, WSE World connects you to a world of 
learning.
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Limitless possibilities await 
you, take your 1st step.

At Wall Street English, we are able to guarantee your learning outcomes through a 
tested and proven learning methodology, with an emphasis on language production, in 
a friendly and social environment. We teach you English according to your objectives, 
your study pace and your interests. Our team of highly trained professionals will 
guide and support your learning with frequent real time progress updates. You will 
also make friends and connections along your journey. Contact us today.

                                      www.wallstreetenglish.my    ·   +603-2141 0143   

Speaking English should not be an obstacle to overcome, rather a door you open to 
a new future. Wall Street English will open a door to limitless possibilities. 

1 800 888 WSE[ ]
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